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Vanella Jackson
Global CEO

vanella.jackson@hallandpartners.com

It’s important for every brand to make a unique emotional connection with 

those they are targeting. Increasingly, this no longer needs to be limited to the 

emotional benefits of the product or service alone.

Today people expect more. They expect brands to stand for something beyond 

their own interests, to contribute and do good in the world. Whilst this is 

evidently true for Millennials, it also applies to others who feel that brands have 

become self-serving and can no longer be trusted.

It’s never been more important for a brand to show that it really understands its 

customers – to demonstrate what it values and why it believes it’s different from 

others.

At Hall & Partners we’ve always been students of culture and appreciate how 

culture impacts the relationship people have with brands. We help clients fine-

tune their strategies to reflect people’s different cultural needs and habits.

Increasingly, there’s an opportunity for what we call ‘culture brands’: brands that 

take a stance, aiming to challenge and shape culture, rather than simply reflect it.

Whether it be confronting stereotyped attitudes towards women or championing 

workers’ rights, culture brands think big. They demand a different societal 

approach. Culture brands create a rallying call and use social power to drive 

cultural and social change. This is the new role for brands, a role that’s important 

and gaining momentum. 

We’re working with many clients who are embracing this new role for brands, 

helping them champion a cause and find cultural resonance.

Our Culture magazine reflects on the importance of shifting cultural needs and 

habits and, we hope, provides inspiration for creating more culture brands. 

We hope you find it stimulating and thought provoking.
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Alison Dunlop is a senior 

communications consultant 

with expertise in marketing, 

brand development and 

patient engagement strategies 

encompassing leading brands and 

generic awareness campaigns.

Abigail Stuart is Global CEO of 

Health at Hall & Partners. She 

set up the healthcare division in 

1999 and has played a pivotal 

role in growing the business 

internationally. 

Brandon Vetsch is Senior 

Manager, Guest Insights at 

Target. Brandon is passionate 

about helping others live 

healthily and relishes the 

opportunity to create impact by 

informing how Target goes about 

delivering wellness.

Annie Auerbach is Co-founder 

(along with Adam Chmielowski) 

of Starling, a strategic 

partnership which helps brands 

burn brighter by unlocking ideas at 

the cusp of change. 

David Berman is Associate VP, 

Global Commercial Capabilities 

at Merck & Co, Inc. With over 

25 years’ experience in the 

pharmaceutical industry, David 

leads the global and US teams in market 

research, customer data and analytics, 

promotions and marketing operations.

Daryl Travis is Founder and CEO 

of Brandtrust and a trusted 

advisor to many of the world’s 

largest and best brands. His 

latest book, Little Things Big 

Returns, explores motivation and 

delivering experiences that truly matter.

Eunice Tan is Managing Partner at TSLA 

where she leads the strategy department, 

modelling TSLA’s planning structures and 

proprietary methods of thinking for global 

clients across three markets.
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and business. He’s the author 
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How to Build Habit-Forming Products.

Sarah DaVanzo leads Cultural 

Strategy at sparks & honey. 

Sarah is a futurist (with 83% 

accuracy), futures scientist 

and leader in the cultural 

foresight industry. 

Richard Hwang is a Partner at 

Hall & Partners Health. With 

a multi-cultural background, 

he wants to build stronger 

relationships between Japanese 

and foreign brands by breaking down 

one cultural barrier at a time.
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Nick Southgate believes we’ll create a healthier 

future by learning from others, and learning 

from ourselves

The godfather of behavioural 

economics, Daniel Kahneman, has a 

phrase he’s fond of and uses often: 

“Thinking is to humans as swimming 

is to cats. They can do it, but they’d 

prefer not to.” 

One way we express this preference 

is by getting other people to do our 

thinking for us. The simplest way to 

do this is to do what other people do. 

Culture is a source of shared 

intelligence. Without it we would have 

to puzzle out countless things for 

ourselves. If this wasn’t impossible, 

it would be exhausting. We would be 

cats at sea. 

HEALTHY

CREAT ING A
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BEHAVIOUR

culture of

The problems we’re keenest to 

outsource are those we face most 

immediately and existentially – food, 

shelter and protection. Societies 

develop their own food and health 

cultures as people make use of what’s 

around them to survive and hopefully 

thrive. 

However, just because something 

works, it doesn’t mean it’s perfect. 

Cultures can and do share imperfect 

behaviours. The ease of doing the 

same as others makes change hard. 

Other people’s solutions remain easier 

than discovering our own. 

The digital world is about to change 

this, and in ways few people and 

businesses fully understand. Culture 

dominates our solutions because 

following our culture is easier than 

knowing about ourselves. 

We misunderstand our own health 

because the signals we receive are 

immediate but unclear – hunger, 

pain, boredom. We don’t know what 

we’re hungry for, what causes our 

pain, or how to replace boredom 

with useful mental activity. The 

immediate solutions we choose lead 

to the epidemic of obesity and mental 
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health problems we see spreading 

around the world. For the first time 

in history more people have their 

health threatened by obesity than by 

starvation. 

One way to change this is to monitor 

ourselves more closely. There’s a small 

counterculture of people who have 

done this for years: the Quantified 

Self movement. Typically focusing 

on diet, mental health and exercise, 

and the impact on their bodies, they 

track weight, food, blood chemistry, 

body functions, mood, activity and 

a host of other things. The aim is 

to see themselves objectively and 

live better. Their lives and selves are 

beautifully captured in Travis Hodges’ 

photographic portrait project of 

members of the group  

http://travishodges.co.uk/

thequantifiedself/ 

It’s not a question of whether this 

culture will become mainstream, but 

when. Each of us carries a smartphone 

that can already quantify many 

activities. We’re a few short steps 

away from knowing ourselves as 

never before. Technologies will help 

us understand our hunger, moods 

and pains and this will change our 

relationships with the cultures of food 

and health forever. We will become 

independent of received wisdom and 
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newly intertwined into a world of 

objective data. 

Two things are holding this revolution 

back. 

First, the technology is not perfected. 

It still demands too much effort. It 

needs to be effortless and automatic 

and the information it collects 

intuitive and easy to act on. Until then, 

collecting it will remain the preserve of 

those as motivated as the Quantified 

Self people. 

Second, organisations need to change 

the way they see data. The chorus of 

cheerleaders for Big Data grows every 

Nick Southgate
Chief Consultant

Nick Southgate Consultancy Ltd

day. Yet organisations continue to 

see data as a way for them to better 

understand their customers. This 

is short-sighted and old-fashioned 

thinking that belongs in the past. The 

future belongs to organisations who 

use data to help customers better 

understand themselves.

Then we will start to live in a new 

culture that will be healthier and 

happier.

WE'RE A FEW 

SHORT STEPS 

AWAY FROM 

KNOWING 

OURSELVES AS 

NEVER BEFORE

13
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Annie Auerbach urges us all to break out of the 

digital ‘echo chamber’

When the UK voted to leave the EU 

this summer, 48% of the country felt 

shock. They didn’t know anyone who 

had voted leave, they hadn’t debated 

it rationally with any of their friends, 

they hadn’t browsed Twitter streams 

talking about the benefits of leaving 

the EU. So who were all these Leavers? 

A Radio 4 programme at the time 

interviewing bereft young Remainers 

in Sheffield likened the shock to a 

real-life version of Invasion of the Body 

Snatchers. 

All of this amounted to an alienation 

from the people that surround us, 

a sense that benign neighbours are 

actually dark imposters. The problem 

is they were there all the time. We just 

never listened to them.

We live in what Suzanne Moore calls 

a digital ‘echo chamber’ in which our 

every opinion is reflected back at us 

by the mass of people we’ve chosen to 

friend, follow and like.

INVASION OF 

THE BREXIT 

BODY SNATCHERS
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1 The Spreading of Misinformation Online. http://www.pnas.org/content/113/3/554.abstract
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It’s easy to think that social media 

means we immerse ourselves in the 

opinions and interests of a diverse 

range of people; those who we’d 

never usually come across IRL. But 

this is just theory; in reality our 

digital habits tend towards cultural 

homophily. We’re more likely to follow 

like-minded people.

A recent study published in December 

2015 in the journal Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences seems 

to prove this. Facebook users seek 

out stories which align with their own 

views. The authors of the study said: 

“Our findings show that users mostly 

tend to select and share content 

related to a specific narrative and to 

ignore the rest. Whether a news item, 

either substantiated or not, is accepted 

as true by a user may be strongly 

affected by how much it coheres with 

the user’s system of beliefs.”1

In other words, my perception of truth 

is determined by whether I like what 

you’re saying. I’ll share it, if it feels 

like the kind of thing that could have 

come out of my own mouth. And this 

is not just fluffy recommendations. 

Two in three Facebook users get their 

news from the platform, according 

to Pew Research, meaning our 

understanding of current affairs is 

driven by whether we relate to the 

1

3

1
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F

MY PERCEPTION OF 

TRUTH IS DETERMINED 

BY WHETHER I LIKE 

WHAT YOU’RE SAYING

mouthpiece from which it originates. 

Everything is validated, nothing is 

challenged.

So it’s our fault. Our digital habits 

are precluding a truthful and 

comprehensive understanding of the 

world. 

Except it’s not just our fault. Eli 

Pariser, author of The Filter Bubble: 

What the Internet Is Hiding from 

You, shows it’s not just our use of 

social media that’s driving our echo 

chamber. Netflix, Yahoo and Amazon 

use algorithms to personalise web 

searches and content, and the side-

effect is our assumption that what 

we consume is broadcast when it’s 

actually narrowcast.

And we become self-fulfilling 

prophesies, served ever more 

personalised content until we’re 

culturally gazing into our own navels. 

Which is why those in the Remain 

camp woke up on Friday 24 June 

shocked and alienated from their 

country, surrounded by ‘Brexit Body 

Snatchers’.

We all need to break out of the echo 

chamber. We should follow people 

who annoy us, seek out difference and 

listen to challenge on a personal level. 

4
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But this needs to happen at a business 

level too. Margaret Heffernan, five-

time CEO and leadership expert, 

believes we need to “dare to disagree”. 

Organisations are filled with people 

who are afraid of conflict; she notes 

in surveys of European and American 

executives that 85% of workers have 

issues or concerns that they were 

afraid to raise at work. Instead of 

thinking of disagreement as conflict, 

we need to see it as simply thinking. 

As she puts it, “When we dare to create 

conflict, we enable ourselves to do our 

very best thinking”.

BRANDS END UP 

TELLING SAFE 

STORIES THAT HAVE 

BEEN TOLD BEFORE

F

T

S

1

4

1
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Annie Auerbach

Co-founder 

Starling Strategy

www.starlingstrategy.co.uk

2  The Web’s Echo Chamber Leaves Us None the Wiser, Wired Magazine.

D

Q
P

And brands need to take heed too. As 

Alan Martin writes in Wired magazine, 

“We’re insulating ourselves from 

viewpoints that differ from our own, 

inadvertently reinforcing our view of 

the world, and closing our minds to 

new ideas and experiences”.2

We become surrounded by familiar 

content and instinctive narratives 

versus anything subjective or more 

uncomfortable. Brands end up telling 

safe stories that have been told before 

… or, indeed, simply speaking to 

themselves. 

As brands, as businesses and as 

people, we need to break out of the 

echo chambers we surround ourselves 

with. Our cultural world might not 

be as cozy, but at least we’ll be out 

of our comfort zones, listening and 

engaging, and ready to build bridges 

rather than walls.

3
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Culturally words 

matter. When 

we’re loose with 

our words, they’re 

amplified rapidly in 

the social space.

Parker Richardson

Director of Pharma Marketing

GSK BeLux
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Nick Barham reminds us that it’s people, not 

brands, that create culture

Brands – and the people and 

companies that work for them to 

build brand narratives – fetishize the 

idea of culture. Cultural relevance 

has become another KPI, to join 

awareness and understanding as a 

target for brand activity.

According to a 2015 study by JWT, 

being culturally relevant impacts a 

brand’s financial success. The study 

introduces the term CultureMuscle™: 

the more muscle a brand has, the 

more of a cultural player it is.

While the study does a good job 

of trying to quantify something as 

slippery as culture, CultureMuscle™ 

makes me think of bodybuilders, over 

tanned and out of date, juiced up 

on steroids. To play in culture, to be 

a meaningful and positive addition, 

requires more than bulk; it’s about 

having the right moves, knowing the 

right people. It’s about fit. And it’s 

about timing.
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Photos by David Elliot. Airbnb’s Love This? Live There campaign
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We work with Airbnb. As they 

expand, the range and diversity of 

accommodation grows, fueled by the 

individual personalities and creativity 

of over a million hosts. Whatever your 

passion, you can find somewhere 

that satisfies it. During Spring 2016, 

Airbnb was running its Love This? Live 

There campaign, matching passions 

and Airbnb accommodation.

When the Oscars came around, we felt 

this was a perfect place to show up. 

Movies are pure culture: they create 

worlds that we can’t help but want to 

live in. The traditional routes to ‘being 

part’ of the Oscars were closed down. 

A hotel chain was an official sponsor, 

so we couldn’t even buy a spot in 

the ad breaks, let alone mention the 

Oscars or any of the contenders by 

name.

We turned to the Airbnb community, 

posting a simple question on Twitter, 

If you could live in any movie, what 

would it be?, and let Twitter reference 

all the movies we couldn’t. As fans 

mentioned movies we answered each 

one with a perfect listing, and as 

Oscar winners were announced we 

matched their movies with the right 

destinations. From The Revenant 

to Mad Max to Star Wars, Airbnb’s 

inventory was up to the challenge, 

and the brand became part of the 
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T H E R E ’ S  A 

D I F F E R E N C E 

B E T W E E N 

C R A S H I N G 

C U LT U R E  A N D 

B E I N G  PA R T  

O F  I T
evening’s narrative, generating more 

user-driven conversations than any 

other advertiser.

For one night, two unrelated areas – 

movies and home sharing – achieved 

a temporary synchronicity, the perfect 

merging of brand and event, where 

the join between brand and culture 

was invisible. Most brands can only 

dream of a few of these fleeting 

moments which transcend the weight 

of necessary business.

Beats is a brand that does these 

moments better than most. Its 

‘straight outta’ meme might have 

been its most visible play but despite 
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Nick Barham 
Global CSO 

TBWA

www.tbwa.com

its efficacy this still felt like a big, 

muscular marketing push.

Behind the meme was a more magical 

cultural fluidity. At the time the 

movie dropped, there were so many 

intertwined narratives – a story about 

a young streetwise company bought 

by the world’s biggest; a story about a 

group that changed the face of music, 

and a musician who became rap’s first 

billionaire; a story about an LA city 

that went from being an outcast to 

an influencer – that it was impossible 

to see where history ended and 

storytelling began. Where you couldn’t 

tell if you were watching a movie, 

witnessing a tech drama or being 

sold headphones. This isn’t cultural 

muscle, this is cultural flow, where the 

joins are invisible and every element 

thrives off its contact with others.

At the heart of culture is humanity, not 

business. Companies – if they’re lucky 

– get to join in from time to time. 

Before Compton, the film, there was 

Beats. Before Beats was NWA and at 

the centre of NWA was Dre, reminding 

us that brands don’t create culture, 

people create culture and sometimes 

brands are the materials they use.

Beats’ ‘straight outta’ app
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Abigail Stuart, Global CEO of Hall & Partners Health, 

sat down with David Berman, Associate VP of Global 

Commercial Capabilities at Merck, to talk about the impact 

of cultural trends on pharmaceutical branding, and the 

role that insights play in uncovering cultural nuances and 

norms that are relevant to today’s pharma marketing. 

Five broad themes emerged from David’s commentary:

Seeing Pharma through

a new 
cultural 
lens
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People don’t want to be thought of 

as patients – we’re all human beings. 

Historically healthcare companies have 

applied a pharma lens of ‘consumer 

as patient’, but this is a very insular 

view. Over recent years the culture 

has gradually shifted; patients think 

of themselves as people, so we in the 

industry all now need to shift our lens 

to embrace this viewpoint.

Shifting the 
lens from 
patients to 
people

PATIENTSPEOPLE
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It’s interesting to look at Millennials 

and their behaviours. The early-20s 

all want to get hold of their healthcare 

providers via FaceTime, text or email, 

and access healthcare solutions 

digitally with minimal direct or face-

to-face interaction. How can we start 

thinking of a digitally connected world 

where healthcare needs are delivered 

with less direct contact?

People no longer feel old at the age 

of 60 or 70; they’re getting out and 

about, exercising, swimming and 

cycling. Healthcare companies need 

to start keeping up with the ‘older’ 

generation, and shift their mindset to 

accommodate this cultural change.

Creating 
a digitally 
connected 
healthcare 
eco-system

Changing the 
definition of 
old age

To understand patients as 

people we must first relate 

to their cultural context
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We have to remember that market 

research has a tremendous influence 

on how we connect with our 

customers, and it’s the industry’s 

responsibility to elicit insights into the 

most accurate and realistic methods. 

I believe we need a transformation – 

making a big leap forward, not moving 

in incremental steps. 

To understand patients as people, 

we must first relate to their cultural 

context and evaluate what their lives 

are without the drugs. We therefore 

need to transform the ways we 

research customer behaviours: for 

example, following someone around is 

better than a one-hour interview. We’re 

even looking at using an implant. We 

have to find better methods, whether 

through social media, universities, or 

other means. We need to get up close 

and really understand markets and 

their cultures.

We want our customers to engage 

with us. Some of the best commercials 

out there are the ones that are 

slightly different – ones that are 

culturally relevant. For example, 

the new campaign from GE, which 

targets Millennials, works because 

it’s relevant to the audience. Adverts 

with old men walking on the beach 

aren’t effective anymore; that isn’t 

real life. Another good example is 

an advert for the HPV jab; it’s shot 

in a contemporary docudrama style 

and shows how younger people are 

more informed and can instruct their 

parents. We need to eliminate cookie-

cutter approaches to developing 

our creatives and communications, 

and start bringing culturally relevant 

material to the market.

Need for 
transformational 
research to 
uncover cultural 
values and norms

Filtering 
creatives and 
communications 
through a 
cultural lens

David Berman
Associate VP

Global Commercial Capabilities

Merck & Co, Inc

www.merck.com
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When it comes to 

giving, we find 

that it’s the East 

where giving is 

more expected. 

The West is more 

individualistically 

driven.

Ryan Gawn

Head of International Communications

ActionAid International
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Daryl Travis thinks it’s time marketers adopt 

new habits and change the way we think about 

how people think

C h a n g e
t h e  h a b i t

This morning I went to the kitchen, 

opened the fridge, grabbed the coffee, 

pulled the carafe from the coffee 

brewer, put it under the tap, turned 

on the water, spun around, opened 

the cabinet and pulled a coffee filter 

from the top shelf, spun back round, 

positioned the filter in the brew basket 

and scooped in the coffee. By then 

the perfect amount of water was in 

the carafe. In one fell swoop, I turned 

off the tap, poured the water into the 

brewer, slipped the carafe in place and 

pushed the start button. Total elapsed 

time from bed to brewing – less than 

three minutes. I’m so good.
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Harvard professor of psychology, has 

devoted much of her life’s work to 

researching how people think. Her 

findings point to an obvious, though 

scarcely appreciated, observation … 

if we don’t think about our thoughts, 

we aren’t likely to improve them or 

to realise insights that make things 

better. She suggests, “If we open 

up our minds, a world of possibility 

presents itself”.1 

Marketers listen to consumers and 

watch what they do but often pass up 

extraordinary opportunities to truly 

understand why people acquire habits 

or how they might be inspired to 

change, even though we know people 

Total elapsed conscious thoughts 

about what I was doing – zero. It’s 

second nature to automatically, 

effortlessly and thoughtlessly process 

all the intricate interactions between 

our brains, bodies, environments and 

everything else we need to manage, 

each minute of every day. All this 

subconscious processing creates the 

beliefs and habits of our lives – all 

the things we don’t think about that 

actually drive us.

A marketer’s job has always been 

to influence beliefs and change 

behaviours, which are only possible 

through a singular capability: better 

thinking. Ellen Langer, a distinguished 

1 Langer, Ellen (2009). Counter Clockwise: Mindful Health and the Power of Possibility. 

If we open up our minds, 

a world of possibility 

presents itself
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switch brands, adopt new styles, 

experiment with products, lose weight 

and even stop smoking when their 

habitual thinking is actually swayed. 

It’s time marketers adopt new habits 

and change the way we think about 

how people think. 

Remarkably, Langer’s research reveals 

we can achieve positive changes 

simply by being more mindful of 

how we’re thinking. She notes, “It’s 

a subtle change in thinking although 

not difficult to make once we realise 

how stuck we are in culture, language, 

and modes of thought that limit our 

potential”. For example, who would 

have ever thought people would buy 

shoes online? That is until Zappos 

made it possible and fun by changing 

the way we think about free returns.

As Charles Duhigg, author of The 

Power of Habit says, “If you believe 

you can change – if you make it a habit 

– the change becomes real. This is the 

real power of habit: the insight that 

your habits are what you choose them 

to be.” 2 Marketers can choose to be so 

much better when they make it a habit 

to go beyond what and discover the 

power of why. 

Daryl Travis
CEO

Brand Trust

www.brandtrust.com

2 Duhigg, Charles (2014). The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business. 
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N E W  E R A

health
brands

for

a
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As communicators, we’re now 

operating in the most health-engaged 

era there has ever been. And this trend 

will only continue.

But the definition of health has 

changed – it’s now more complex.

People are taking a more holistic 

approach to health – focusing on 

smarter ways to manage their overall 

mental and emotional health, as well 

as their physical wellbeing. They’re 

better informed, better educated and 

more empowered, which has resulted 

in a significant shift in the way they 

engage with health brands and 

companies.

This new, shrewd consumer mind-set 

is driving health behaviours.

As the consumer’s health journey 

continues to evolve, there are no clear 

indicators for brands navigating this 

environment. Pushing out messages 

at key moments hoping to engage an 

audience is no longer effective. Brands 

need to invite consumers to engage 

in meaningful and consistent dialogue 

that reflects their values, and this is 

leading to a demand for a much higher 

level of transparency.

Alison Dunlop explores why health brands 

must tap into culture if they want to stay 

relevant
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Although consumers still respect the 

opinions of healthcare professionals, 

they’re increasingly seeking advice 

from a broader range of sources 

before making an informed health 

decision. As a result, trust has 

evolved from the more traditional 

sources of authority, such as doctors, 

to specific communities. Peer-to-peer 

influence now sits firmly at the top of 

the trust pyramid.

With this change comes the need for 

health companies and brands to find 

new solutions to help people make 

positive health decisions.

Trust continues to be the vital factor 

driving decisions in this space. But, 

consumers’ sphere of trust has 

changed significantly over the past few 

years. Healthy living is an increasingly 

social experience. Social media 

and the model of connectivity have 

disrupted traditional communications 

models by creating empowered 

consumers who drive shared online 

discussions that shape perceptions 

around a brand.

Invite discussion

T o d a y ' s  c o n s ume r s 

w a n t  t o  u n d e r s t a n d 

h ow  a  p r o d u c t  f i t s  i n t o 

t h e i r  o v e r a l l  a p p r o a c h 

t o  l i v i n g  a  h e a l t h i e r 

l i f e s t y l e
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It’s no longer enough for health 

brands to communicate around 

product claims, simply telling the 

healthy product benefit story. These 

messages have increasingly become 

indistinctive for consumers – there’s 

really very little difference between 

the claims of one headache tablet to 

the next.

A brand selling functionality assumes 

the consumer is focused on being 

sick. But, a consumer who’s unwell 

is looking for a solution, striving to 

become healthy again.

Today’s consumers want to 

understand how a product fits into 

their overall approach to living a 

healthier lifestyle. Companies need to 

understand what’s important to this 

new consumer and then articulate 

how the brand can deliver against 

these priorities, driving cultural 

conversations. This value exchange 

can take the brand beyond loyalty, into 

the advocacy arena.

Enable healthy living
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narrative with the consumer’s needs 

and values at its core will build trust 

and shared purpose.

To develop authentic engagement 

with consumers, brands need to be 

continually evolving: they need to be 

‘living brands’ that resonate, creating 

connected conversations, inspiring 

people to share. Conversations fuelled 

by shared purpose, galvanise action.

People are looking for relationships 

with brands they can trust. So a 

company’s value proposition needs to 

be intrinsically linked to consumers’ 

wellbeing – and the company needs 

to genuinely live this proposition, not 

just talk it.

This proposition also needs to 

be articulated fully – and simply. 

Consumers are looking to reduce the 

complexity in their lives, so a single 

Be authentic

T o  d e v e l o p  a u t h e n t i c 

e n g a g emen t 

w i t h  c o n s ume r s , 

b r a n d s  n e e d  t o  b e 

c o n t i n u a l l y  e v o l v i n g
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A consumer’s reason to believe in a 

brand now combines health, as well 

as cultural need states. People strive 

to be well, and look for brands and 

companies to provide solutions that 

inspire health behaviours – but these 

must tap into a cultural relevance.

Connectivity is driving our social 

culture – health consumers think 

in terms of community, alongside 

individual benefit. So, although they 

pursue health needs in isolation, they 

inevitably relate to people in similar 

situations, with similar goals. Brands 

navigating this landscape need to 

focus on building communities – but 

they must allow for personalisation. 

People want to be in control of making 

their own decisions, particularly when 

it comes to health.

Health and wellbeing are now firmly 

established as part of mainstream 

culture. As a result, for a health brand 

to be successful, its value proposition 

needs to reflect that an informed 

and engaged consumer is implicit at 

the core of the health industry of the 

future.

Alison Dunlop
Head of Health Engagement

Edelman

www.edelman.co.uk

Build communities
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No brand can 

expect to be loved 

if it doesn’t show 

heart.

Peter Souter 

Chairman

TBWA \ UK Group
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In a country known for its complex cultural 

sensitivies, brands that take the time and effort 
to understand ‘why’ will ultimately win, says 

Richard Hwang

Cultural beliefs

run deep

I’m sure many of you have heard the 

old idiom: Before you judge a man, 

walk a mile in his shoes. The original 

was actually ‘moccasins’, not shoes, 

in Judge Softly, a poem written by 

Mary T Lathrap in 1895. Over the 

course of a hundred plus years, this 

in Japan

has gone through many variations but, 

at the core, it’s about empathy and 

the importance of understanding and 

sharing someone else’s experiences 

and emotions. 

Embracing other people’s thoughts 

and actions without prejudice 
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the customers, the damage is often 

already done. 

Healthcare brands are no exception. 

At Hall & Partners Japan, we’ve 

come across brands that tried the 

ethnocentric model but without 

success.

Take pain management. We know 

the what: Japanese patients use 

fewer pain meds than comparable 

patients elsewhere, and doctors 

prescribe fewer. Global makers of 

pain treatments have struggled to get 

underneath this fact and explain why 

their global marketing strategies don’t 

take hold. 

What’s the missing piece? It’s 

something that’s all around us but 

In Japan, the playbook 

of culture has some 

elements that are 

thousands of years old

and judgment from your own 

preconceptions is easier said than 

done. It’s hard enough with our 

immediate family, but if we apply 

this against a backdrop of a different 

country and culture, the difficultly 

multiplies exponentially.

As the third biggest economy in the 

world, Japan is an attractive market for 

international brands. Many enter with 

an ethnocentric perspective where they 

apply the same success model without 

much cultural adaptation. While this 

may work in the short-term, it’s not 

sustainable. Understandably these 

brands don’t want to lose their brand 

propositions, but by the time they 

figure out that they need to balance 

their offering to the unmet gaps of 
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hiding in plain sight: culture. The 

‘rules of the game’ that people in a 

society play every day to make their 

lives meaningful. Its effects are easy  

to spot in a million behaviours, but  

the playbook itself is tricky to pin 

down – an exercise in pattern –

recognition. In a place like Japan, 

the playbook of culture has some 

elements that are thousands of years 

old, and others that were laid down 

in the 21st century. They interact in 

intricate ways.

When we want to know why patients, 

doctors or caregivers are behaving 

a certain way, we look for elements 

of the cultural playbook that 

they’re manifesting. Ethnographic, 

observational, in-context methods 

are the go-to approaches, with lots of 

attention to the semiotic environment 

that constantly sends out messages 

about what matters. 

When it comes to pain relief, there 

at least two cultural principles to 

consider. One is Gaman, a concept 

rooted in Zen Buddhism. It means 

‘perseverance’ but in reality it 

connotes a way of life, a willingness to 

deny your own wishes for the greater 

cause of fitting harmoniously into a 

group. The older generation feels that 

having Gaman shows maturity and 

strength; the younger, perhaps not 

so much – culture does change over 

time. Gaman helps Japanese people 

put up with internal, organic pain, so 

they don’t bother others with their 

complaints. But seeking pain relief 

for something like a sore shoulder 

我慢 
“enduring the 

seemingly unbearable 

with patience and 

dignity”

Gaman
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is okay, and that’s where the other 

cultural principle comes into play: risk 

aversion. If they do seek pain relief, 

they’ll look for the product that has 

minimal side effects.  

Bufferin became successful in Japan by 

navigating through these cross-cutting 

cultural codes: it took aim at the kinds 

of pain people are willing to treat, and 

then spoke to their concern about 

side effects by offering an appealing 

tagline, created by Targis, an 

Omnicom company: Half of Bufferin is 

made from kindness. This has helped 

it grow to become one of Japan’s top-

of-mind pain relievers. 

Understanding how cultural precepts 

like these can shape attitudes is 

crucial. Making the effort may be 

hard to justify in terms of immediate 

ROI, but failing to do so pretty much 

guarantees that your marketing 

strategy will crash and burn or, at 

best, limp along aimlessly. Digging 

into the complexities of culture is  

what the business world does when  

it needs to walk a mile in someone 

else’s shoes.

Richard Hwang
Partner 

Hall & Partners Health

r.hwang@hallandpartners.com

Understanding  how culture 

shapes attitudes to pain 

therapy is crucial from both 

healthcare practitioner and 

patient perspectives

Sources: 

Mary T Lathrap poem published in 1895. The original title of the poem is Judge Softly.

http://grammarist.com/phrase/walk-a-mile-in-someone-elses-shoes/

Karl Schoenberger. Self-Denial Wears Thin for Japanese, Los Angeles Times, July 7, 1989.

http://karlschoenberger.com/gaman.html
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Nir Eyal’s essential guide into the 

mind of the user, adapted from his 

best-seller ‘Hooked: How to Build 

Habit-Forming Products’

HOW TO

MANUFA
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Type the name of almost any successful 

consumer web company into your 

search bar and add the word ‘addict’ 

after it. Go ahead, I’ll wait. Try 

‘Facebook addict‘, or ‘Twitter addict‘, or 

even ‘Pinterest addict‘ and you’ll soon 

get a slew of results from hooked users 

and observers deriding the narcotic-like 

properties of these websites. How is it 

that these companies, producing little 

more than bits of code displayed on a 

screen, can seemingly control users’ 

minds? Why are these sites so addictive 

and what does their power mean for the 

future of the web?

We’re on the precipice of a new era of 

the web. As infinite distractions compete 

for our attention, companies are learning 

to master new tactics to stay relevant 

in users’ minds and lives. Today, just 

amassing millions of users is no longer 

good enough. Companies increasingly 

find that their economic value is a 

function of the strength of the habits 

they create. But as some companies are 

just waking up to this new reality, others 

are already cashing in.

A CTUREdesire
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FIRST-TO-MIND 

WINS

A company that forms strong user 

habits enjoys several benefits to its 

bottom line. For one, this type of 

company creates associations with 

‘internal triggers’ in users’ minds. 

That is to say, users come to the site 

without any external prompting. Instead 

of relying on expensive marketing or 

worrying about differentiation, habit-

forming companies get users to cue 

themselves to action by attaching their 

services to the users’ daily routines and 

emotions. A cemented habit is when 

users subconsciously think, “I’m bored” 

and instantly Facebook comes to mind. 

They think, “I wonder what’s going on in 

the world?” and before rational thought 

occurs, Twitter is the answer. The first-

to-mind solution wins.

MANUFACTURING 

DESIRE 

But how do companies create a 

connection with the internal cues 

needed to form habits? The answer: 

they manufacture desire. While fans of 

Mad Men are familiar with how the ad 

industry once created consumer desire 

during Madison Avenue’s golden era, 

those days are long gone. A multi-

screen world, with ad-wary consumers 

and a lack of ROI metrics, has rendered 

TR
IGGER RE

WARD

IN
VESTMEN

T
ACTION
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Don Draper’s big budget brainwashing 

useless to all but the biggest brands. 

Instead, startups manufacture desire 

by guiding users through a series of 

experiences designed to create habits. I 

call these experiences ‘Hooks’, and the 

more often users run through them, the 

more likely they are to self-trigger.

TRIGGER 

The trigger is the actuator of a 

behaviour – the sparkplug in the engine. 

Triggers come in two types: external 

and internal. Habit-forming technologies 

start by alerting users with external 

triggers like an email, a link on a 

website, or the app icon on a phone. By 

cycling continuously through successive 

desire engines, users begin to form 

associations with internal triggers, 

which become attached to existing 

behaviours and emotions. Soon users 

are internally triggered every time they 

feel a certain way. The internal trigger 

becomes part of their routine behaviour 

and the habit is formed. 

For example, suppose Barbra, a young 

lady in Pennsylvania, happens to see a 

photo in her Facebook newsfeed taken 

by a family member from a rural part of 

the state. 

It’s a lovely photo and since she’s 

planning a trip there with her brother 

Johnny, the trigger intrigues her.
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ACTION 

After the trigger comes the intended 

action. Here, companies leverage 

two pulleys of human behaviour – 

motivation and ability. To increase the 

odds of a user taking the intended 

action, the behaviour designer makes 

the action as easy as possible, while 

simultaneously boosting the user’s 

motivation. This phase of the Hook 

draws upon the art and science of 

usability design to ensure that the user 

acts the way the designer intends.

Using the example of Barbra, with a 

click on the interesting picture in her 

newsfeed she’s taken to a website she’s 

never been to before called Pinterest. 

Once she’s done the intended action (in 

this case, clicking on the photo), she’s 

dazzled by what she sees next.

ADD SOME 

VARIABIL ITY 

TO THE MIX 

AND VOILÀ, 

INTRIGUE IS 

CREATED
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VARIABLE REWARD 

What separates Hooks from a plain 

vanilla feedback loop is their ability 

to create wanting in the user. 

Feedback loops are all around us, but 

predictable ones don’t create desire. 

The predictable response of your fridge 

light turning on when you open the 

door doesn’t drive you to keep opening 

it again and again. However, add  

some variability to the mix – say a 

different treat magically appears in 

your fridge every time you open it – 

and voilà, intrigue is created. You’ll be 

opening that door like a lab animal in  

a Skinner box.

Variable schedules of reward are one of 

the most powerful tools that companies 

use to hook users. Research shows 

that levels of dopamine surge when the 

brain is expecting a reward. Introducing 

variability multiplies the effect, creating 

a frenzied hunting state, activating 

the parts associated with wanting and 

desire. Although classic examples 

include slot machines and lotteries, 

variable rewards are prevalent in habit-

forming technologies as well.

When Barbra lands on Pinterest, 

not only does she see the image 

she intended to find, but she’s also 

served a multitude of other glittering 

objects. The images are associated 

with what she’s generally interested 

in – namely things to see during a trip 

to rural Pennsylvania – but there are 

some others that also catch her eye. 

The exciting juxtaposition of relevant 

and irrelevant, tantalising and plain, 

beautiful and common sets her brain’s 

dopamine system aflutter with the 

promise of reward. Now she’s spending 

more time on the site, hunting for the 

next wonderful thing to find. Before 

she knows it, she’s spent 45 minutes 

scrolling in search of her next hit.
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INVESTMENT 

The last phase of the Hook is where 

the user is asked to do a bit of work. 

This phase has two goals as far as the 

behaviour engineer is concerned. The 

first is to increase the odds that the 

user will make another pass through 

the Hook when presented with the 

next trigger. Second, now that the 

user’s brain is swimming in dopamine 

from the anticipation of reward in the 

previous phase, it’s time to pay some 

bills. The investment generally comes in 

the form of asking the user to give some 

combination of time, data, effort, social 

capital or money. 

But unlike a sales funnel, which has 

a set endpoint, the investment phase 

isn’t about consumers opening up 

their wallets and moving on with their 

day. The investment implies an action 

that improves the service for the next 

go-around. Inviting friends, stating 

preferences, building virtual assets, 

and learning to use new features are all 

commitments that improve the service 

for the user. These investments can 

be leveraged to make the trigger more 

engaging, the action easier, and the 

reward more exciting with every pass 

through the Hook.

As Barbra enjoys endlessly scrolling the 

Pinterest cornucopia, she builds a desire 

to keep the things that delight her. By 

collecting items, she’ll be giving the site 

data about her preferences. Soon she 

will follow, pin, re-pin, and make other 

investments, which serve to increase her 

ties to the site and prime her for future 

loops through the Hook.
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Nir Eyal

This guest article is adapted from Hooked:

How to Build Habit-Forming Products. Nir

blogs about the psychology of products

at NirAndFar.com.

IF IT CAN’T 

BE USED FOR 

EVIL, IT’S NOT A 

SUPERPOWER

SUPERPOWER 

A reader recently wrote to me, “If it can’t 

be used for evil, it’s not a superpower”. 

He’s right. And under this definition, 

habit design is indeed a superpower. 

If used for good, habits can enhance 

people’s lives with entertaining and even 

healthful routines. If used to exploit, 

habits can turn into wasteful addictions.

But, like it or not, habit-forming 

technology is already here. The fact 

that we have greater access to the 

web through our various devices also 

gives companies greater access to us. 

As companies combine this greater 

access with the ability to collect and 

process our data at higher speeds 

than ever before, we’re faced with a 

future where everything becomes more 

addictive. This trinity of access, data, 

and speed creates new opportunities 

for habit-forming technologies to hook 

users. Companies need to know how to 

harness the power of Hooks to improve 

people’s lives, while consumers need to 

understand the mechanics of behaviour 

engineering to protect themselves from 

unwanted manipulation.
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Brands  

that  

shape  

culture
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Culture has always reflected the relationship between 

people and brands, with brands finding inventive 

ways to stay culturally relevant. But more recently 

brands have started to shape culture. 

These ‘culture brands’ have a mission beyond 

themselves: they’re looking to champion a societal 

need, change a social attitude or behaviour, and 

make the world a better place. For brands to succeed, 

it’s no longer simply enough to communicate what 

the brand does; also, and more importantly, it must 

convey what it stands for, it’s values and what it calls 

us all to do.
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Many companies have recently looked to define their 

purpose as a way of stretching beyond their own needs, 

and combining this with doing good in the world. Now 

brands have taken on this mantle, whether it be challenging 

female stereotyping, standing up for workers’ rights or 

creating a new vision of balance in health and wellness.

In order to better understand how brands can shape 

culture, we have put cultural understanding at the heart 

of our newest research methods. We have done this by 

working with the biggest cultural phenomenon of our time: 

the sharing of photography via smartphones.
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Our inventive projects rely on ‘show’ rather than ‘tell’. 

People show us how they experience the world and 

brands. The result is fresh profound truths. It provides a 

real-time window to people’s lives. Instead of analysing 

people’s behaviour by reflecting what they ‘think’ they 

did, we analyse what they actually did. Instead of telling 

us after the event, they show us during it.

Mobile has embraced people’s love of taking 

photos, and empowered them to share 

images instantly and in unprecedented 

numbers. Visual content has become 

– through technology – a key indicator 

of people’s loves, hates, aspirations, 

experiences and, sometimes, fears.
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Photography is, more than ever, becoming 

the story of people’s lives. Not the story of 

what was but what is. Not what they once 

cared about but what they care about now.

Culture is something you sense 

unconsciously from everything around 

you. We’re moving away from research 

methods that are out of context, reflective 

and framed by our language, not theirs.
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We’ve found four major advantages 

in putting culture at the heart of our 

understanding of brands:

CONTEXT REVEALS HIDDEN 

TRUTHS 

Discovery moments, surprising 

competitive contexts, behaviours 

people couldn’t explain, things we 

didn’t even know to ask

IDENTIFIES HABITUAL BEHAVIOUR

Which is often very low conscious, and 

easily forgotten about when asked 

retrospectively

REVEALS THE INTIMATE AND THE 

EMOTIONAL

People are prepared to share the 

things that are most personal to them

INCREDIBLE ENGAGEMENT

Using photography as our frictionless 

gateway into people’s lives generates 

thousands of pieces of content from 

just a few hundred people
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Tapping into cultural behaviours puts us closer to the culture 

that’s being shaped and, in turn, helps us guide our clients’ 

cultural strategies in new and surprising ways. 

Culture brands shape the experience. Cultural research 

understands it.

Photography is everywhere

Photography is engaging

Photography is revealing

Photography is quantifiable

Photography is culture 
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T H E  E VO L V I N G

STAT E  O F

wellb eing
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‘Wellbeing’ trends in the health space signal a 

cultural and cognitive shift … tracked by Sarah 

DaVanzo 

There’s a cultural and cognitive shift 

underway regarding perceptions and 

behaviours vis-à-vis health: data shows 

that people globally are increasingly 

searching online to understand the 

difference between ‘wellness’ and 

‘wellbeing’. Forty years ago, similarly, 

people started the process of replacing 

the word and concept ‘health’ with 

‘wellness’, an expanded definition, 

heralding a new era for healthcare. 

Today, ‘wellbeing’ searches are 

sharply rising while ‘wellness’ searches 

are in decline, and while ‘wellness’ 

searches and conversations still 

outnumber ‘wellbeing’ by nine-to-one, 

change is afoot. 

Since language = culture = thought = 

behaviour, we can learn much from 

the way words enter our lexicon. 

When ‘wellness’ hit the scene in the 

1970s it was considered to be a flakey 

and faddish concept by Big Pharma 

and serious health professionals, 

only becoming fully accepted as 

part of our health lexicon 30 years 

later. While ‘health’ can be measured 

with empirical evidence, measuring 

someone’s ‘wellness’ or ‘wellbeing’ is 

squishy. But, alas, ‘not everything that 

counts can be counted’.

So what do today’s linguistic, cultural 

and cognitive shifts from ‘wellness’ to 

‘wellbeing’ signal?
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PROGRESS OVER PERFECTION

Wellbeing demonstrates how 

unapologetic people and society 

are becoming (just visit Instagram’s 

#unapologetic). We’ve moved from a 

culture of celebrating perfection to 

one that celebrates progress and even 

failures and flaws. Effort is starting 

to trump success (think: every-

child’s-a-winner style of parenting). 

In health, this means the journey 

up the mountain is more important 

than reaching the pinnacle of health. 

Wellbeing – as opposed to health 

and wellness – celebrates comfort 

and happiness, which oft accompany 

indulgences and unhealthy behaviours. 

Healthcare needs to embrace that the 

new norm is unapologetic, imperfect 

behaviour.

HEALTH ECOSYSTEM

The concept of wellbeing goes beyond 

a Cartesian body-mind outlook, and 

considers health to be a physical, 

emotional, spiritual, intellectual, 

environmental, economic, political, 

social and technological balance. 

Society (aided by new scientific proof) 

is recognising the interconnectedness 

of the world (think: Butterfly Effect), 

and people as part of a complex 

and delicate ecosystem and mesh 

network. In fact, the discovery of the 

Microbiome shows that humans are 

individual ecosystems. Healthcare 

needs to be more holistic to include 

the tangible and intangible ingredients 

to health. 

The concept 
of wellb eing 
GOES BEYOND A CARTESIAN 

BODY-MIND OUTLOOK
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MIND AND MOOD BALANCE

Wellbeing connotes mental and 

emotional health, two outsider topics; 

mental health has only recently started 

breaking out of the taboo box in many 

cultures. Social listening data confirms 

that wellbeing has a close association 

to mind-mood (the #4 global search 

is for ‘mental wellbeing’). Social 

conversations about wellbeing include 

‘mindfulness’ and ‘happiness’ topics. 

Recent scientific discoveries are 

showing the connection between 

food, gut microbes, mood, personality 

and even IQ. Yet, there are still 

stigmas around mental and emotional 

imbalances. The health industry is 

slowly starting to move into this space 

as it sees society seeking ways to 

track, measure and manage mind-

mood balance.

MUTABLE AND MERCURIAL 

INDIV IDUALS

Wellbeing reflects that society sees 

healthfulness as being individualised 

– what’s ‘well’ for your being may not 

be ‘well’ for my being. This mirrors 

the increasing personalisation and 

accountability of health. Further, 

wellbeing (i.e. a state of being) allows 

for change over time, reflecting 

heightened awareness of the 

mutability of people as a result of life 

experiences, life stages, mood stages, 

etc. and the environment (i.e. nature 

and nurture argument). In fact, new 

discoveries show that people are in 

constant flux (think: all cells in the 

human body are replaced within seven 

years), against the backdrop of an 

exponentially changing environment, 

or VUCA world (volatile, uncertain, 

complex, ambiguous).
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PROGRESS 
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WORK-LIFE
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WORK-LIFE BLUR

Wellbeing as a state existing in time 

suggests an always-on 24/7 form 

of healthfulness. In today’s world of 

work-life blur, especially in a side-gig 

and work-shift economy, healthfulness 

needs to be even more deeply 

embedded into industry and economy. 

The wellness trend was championed 

by business and HR (think: workplace 

wellness programmes); the wellbeing 

trend is taking it a step further as the 

lines between work and home, and job 

and life, are increasingly blending. 

Living a life in ‘health and wellness’ 

happens to you, while living in a state 

of ‘wellbeing’ happens by you. There’s 

a growing sense of accountability for 

one’s wellbeing, and thus people are 

hacking their health habits to suit their 

needs. The implications of a society 

focused on wellbeing are that the 

health industry needs to be hackable – 

open, modular, decentralised. 

This demonstrates how a simple, 

nuanced shift in language – from 

‘wellness’ to ‘wellbeing’ – signals a 

new era of thinking and behaviour.  

So, what’s next? Following the 

trajectory of cultural change in the 

health space, the future of health, 

wellness and wellbeing looks like 

it will evolve into something like ... 

wellishness!

Sarah’s full article, which includes 

examples of manifestations of these 

cultural trends, can be viewed at 

culture.hallandpartners.com.

Sarah DaVanzo
Chief Cultural Strategy Officer

sparks & honey

www.sparksandhoney.com

WORKL I F E
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For us, cultural 

impact on brand is all 

about building our 

brand through our 

people. We’re literally 

building the brand 

from the inside out.

Amy Belbeck

Head of Digital Marketing

HomeServe
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John Hegarty talks at 

Cannes Lions about 

using the medium of 

cinema to get a strong 

message across

W A N T

W H AT  I

REALLYREALLY
REALLYREALLY
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This year’s SAWA seminar – The 

Power of Cinema to Drive Cultural 

Change – saw advertising luminary 

John Hegarty take the stage alongside 

Hollywood producers Lawrence 

Bender (An Inconvenient Truth) and 

Steve Golin (Spotlight), and Unicef’s 

Chief of Public Advocacy, Claudia 

Gonzales. SAWA, the global cinema 

advertising association, hosted the 

world preview of Project Everyone’s 

latest cinema campaign, which aims 

to encourage mass public support 

for the rights of girls and women 

under the Global Goals UN initiative. 

#WhatIReallyReallyWant is an ad 

remake of the Spice Girls’ Wannabe 

music video featuring actors, singers 

and dancers from around the world.

Project Everyone was conceived 

by film-maker Richard Curtis and 

its first campaign, the humorous 

#WeHaveAPlan ad, created by BBH and 

Aardman Animations. Launched by 

the Global Goals and SAWA in 2015, 

the ad had a huge impact due to 

being played in cinemas worldwide, 

with Nielsen reporting that one in 

three people who saw it could recall 

it unprompted. “This is absolutely 

amazing, when you think of the ad-

blocked world we now live in”, says 

Hegarty. “Hopefully that has to do with 

the creativity, but it also has to do with 

cinema and what cinema can do.” 
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Technology is one thing, but cinema’s 

storytelling capability and power to 

drive change is when it’s at its most 

powerful”. Hegarty supports this 

assertion: “I constantly say the most 

powerful place to tell a story is in 

the cinema – it was conceived as as 

storytelling medium and we’re telling 

a story”.

While not every campaign can change 

the world, Hegarty says brands should 

still try to be more profound with 

their communications, whether it’s 

in cinema or Snapchat. As attention 

spans shorten, and disposable 

marketing channels gain momentum 

and a greater share of consumers’ 

attention, being able to get a message 

across in three seconds is becoming 

a focus for brands and agencies – 

The panel debated the potential of 

cinema, as the ultimate entertainment 

medium, to change and influence 

the cultural climate. Cinema enables 

Project Everyone to reach the masses, 

drive long-term awareness of its 

goals, and connect with an audience 

– especially young people – likely 

to act on the campaign message to 

end poverty, fight inequality and fix 

climate change by 2030. 

The strong relationship SAWA have 

built with Project Everyone and the 

United Nations has been a game 

changer for the cinema medium. 

Cheryl Wannell, General Manager of 

SAWA, commented that, “The power of 

cinema has long been apparent, from 

the time of silent film right through 

the implementation of 3D. 

B E I N G  A B L E  T O  G E T 

A  M E S S A G E  A C R O S S 

I N  T H R E E  S E C O N D S  I S 

B E C O M I N G  A  F O C U S  F O R 

B R A N D S  A N D  A G E N C I E S
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although unifying a message across 

all channels is, of course, still the 

most important thing. “I don’t think 

everything can be deeply profound 

and moving, there’s a place for fun, 

incidental humorous conversation 

… but having a big idea that unifies 

your communication is fundamentally 

important.”

The seminar at Cannes Lions 

highlighted the unique power of 

cinema to instill change within 

society. SAWA and its members have 

committed to a global campaign 

between July and September to ensure 

#WhatIReallyReallyWant reaches 

cinema’s huge audiences. The advert 

will call on people to share the ad 

across social media, with campaign 

results being presented to world 

leaders at the UN General Assembly in 

September 2016. 

“We forget how powerful cinema is 

as a means of capturing the zeitgeist 

– marketers that is”, says Hegarty. 

“The public understand it, but we 

sometimes forget it in a world of 

multi-messages. Cinema is a great 

place to tell a story and get undivided 

attention.” Cinema undoubtedly 

remains the most powerful visual 

medium on the planet, driving cultural 

change and helping make the world a 

more entertaining and better place in 

the process.

Sir John Hegarty
Founder, Creative

BBH

www.bartleboglehegarty.com
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#WhatIReallyReallyWant achieved huge 

success with its online launch. The film 

has been supported by a huge host 

of powerful voices and influencers 

including 3/5 of the original Spice 

Girls, Emma Watson, Richard Branson, 

Gal Galoot, Jacqueline Fernandez, Greg 

James, Tanya Burr, Jamie Oliver, Caitlin 

Moran and many more.

In addition to its online release, the 

film has been distributed to cinemas 

globally between July and September 

2016, ensuring it reaches cinema’s 

huge audiences. 

D R I V I N G  C U LT U R A L 

C H A N G E  AC R O S S  S O C I A L 

M E D I A

# W h a t I R e a l l y 
R e a l l y Wa n t

impressions on 
Twitter

In the f irst 24 hours ,  

the hashtag

had over

36 M I L L I O N
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Share the film on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram with 

#WhatIReallyReallyWant and @theglobalgoals

YouTube: www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZQ2RUFd54o

Film for Facebook and twitter uploads: wdrv.it/3427ff358

Post a picture telling the world what you want for women and 

girls with the hashtag #WhatIReallyReallyWant

views on Facebook

In the f irst two weeks ,  the f i lm had well  over

J O I N  I N

100 M I L L I O N

views on the Global Goals’  YouTube channel1.2 M I L L I O N

posted using the #WhatIReallyReallyWant  hashtag

4000
I N S TA G R A M 
U S E R S 

views on Victoria Beckham’s page

including

53 M I L L I O N
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Peter Smittenaar looks inside 

our brains and explains why 

businesses can learn a lot 

from the neuroscience and 

psychology of habit

THE GOOD, 

THE BAD

DOPAMINE
AND THE
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Habits free us and kill us. ‘Good 

habits’ automate mundane routines 

like making breakfast or locking the 

door to free up mental space for 

more important tasks like deciding 

which house to purchase. On the 

other end of the scale, ‘bad habits’ 

are responsible for our most pressing 

health problems, including overeating, 

smoking and drugs. 

Dopamine – the brain’s reward 

chemical – drives our habits. It’s 

produced in one of the most ancient 

parts of our brain, and it helps us 

learn what’s good in the world, as well 

as motivating us to want it. You can 

think of habit-learning as repeatedly 

stamping in associations between 

situations and actions: every time 

something good happens, dopamine 

tightens the link between the situation 

and action that made you feel this 

way. Cigarettes, drugs and some 

foods are designed to cause a flood 

of dopamine in the brain, such that 

next time you find yourself in a similar 

place, the dopamine fires up again  

and makes you crave those products.

Businesses can learn a lot from the 

neuroscience and psychology of habit. 

And if we’re being optimistic, the 

most relevant topic is how to build 

good rather than bad habits! So here 

are three fundamental principles for 

encouraging good habits in clients  

and customers.
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1. INCENTIVISATION 

All habits start their life as goal-

directed, intentional behaviours. So the 

first rule of habit club is to give your 

customer a reason to engage with your 

product. Fortunately, most marketing 

departments are already experts 

at this. Attract attention, provide 

information, and nudge consumers 

into trying your product. Neuroscience 

has taught us that the transition from 

goal-directed to habitual action is far 

from linear. Instead, goal-directed 

and habitual systems race forward 

in parallel. Habits are the tortoise in 

this race: slowly gaining the edge and 

eventually winning as the goal-directed 

system tires out with redundant time 

and effort.

2. PERSISTENCE

The gradual ‘stamping in’ of habits 

by dopamine happens over time 

in the striatum, a structure deep 

under the surface of the brain. 

Remarkably, almost all areas of 

the brain send information to the 

striatum: it combines information 

about what we see, smell, hear, feel 

and think. So whenever something 

good happens to us, our striatum 

takes a detailed snapshot. Habits are 

strengthened by making the most 

of this machinery, and the keyword 

here is multi-dimensionality. Product 

packaging should look and feel good, 

the temperature, music and smell 

in the store should be perfect, and 

everything should feel cool. We have 

DOPAMINE HELPS US 

LEARN WHAT’S GOOD IN 

THE WORLD, AS WELL AS 

MOTIVATING US TO WANT IT
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far more than the traditional five 

human senses, and our senses of 

temperature and ‘cool’ are just two of 

these. Good and, most importantly, 

consistent feelings are prime breeding 

ground for strong habits. It’s easy 

to be surprised by people who stick 

with companies they’re unhappy with, 

but the truth is that consistency and 

familiarity are often valued higher 

than any potential advantages of new 

products.

3. COMMITMENT

Let’s assume you’ve successfully 

overcome the hurdles of 

incentivisation and persistence. Your 

customer is now a regular. But how 

do you keep them a regular? Perhaps 

the most important answer is social 

sharing. Once someone tells their 

friends about their great new product 

or routine, it suddenly becomes a lot 

more difficult to back out. Nobody 

wants to look fickle or unreliable. 

Quitting your gym membership 

is much easier if you don’t have 

colleagues asking, “How was the gym 

session this morning?” every time 

you walk into the office. So keep your 

customers engaged by encouraging 

them to share their experiences with 

friends. The medial prefrontal cortex 

is a key part of the brain responsible 

for processing social information and 

considering other people’s minds. It’s 

conveniently located right by action 

and decision circuits in the brain, 

and social status drives many of our 

behaviours. Unlock this treasure chest 

of sociality, and sail into the calm seas 

of consumer loyalty.

Peter Smittenaar
Neuroscientist

Praedico 

www.praedi.co.uk
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Brands have never been more 

conscious of their power and 

responsibilities – consumers 

are citizens too and, in an era 

of greater transparency, they 

expect more from the people 

they buy from. 

Ian Pearman

CEO 

AMVBBDO
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culture
FAMILY
healthyA

Brandon Vetsch 

shares Target’s guest 

insights into the newly 

emerging culture of 

wellness ?
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It’s long been said that humans are 

creatures of habit and, as such, it’s 

only fitting that we’re ‘cultures of 

habit’. What I’m happy to report is that 

our research indicates a cultural march 

towards better health and well-being. 

(Now we just need health outcomes to 

follow those intentions.) We see that 

more consumers are shifting their 

approach to what they eat, what they 

buy, and the activities they engage in – 

and that these trends don’t appear to 

be changing course in the future.   

We set out to dig deep and really 

understand the context of our guests’ 

wellness journey. Where wellness 

comes about in their lives? What it 

looks like to them? What makes it 

challenging? Why they pursue it? And 

myriad other topics.  

In doing this research, many of the 

guests we met with shared stories 

about growing up, the healthy 

behaviours which took place (or were 

absent) in their childhood home, and 

how these influenced the behaviours 

and attitudes they have today. Being 

brought up in a household that didn’t 

put much emphasis on health was, 

for some, a clear call to action to do 

better, whereas others just adopted 

the same approach as the one they’d 

grown up with. It became clear that 

habits and attitudes around health and 

wellness were strongly influenced by 

the first, and perhaps most impactful, 

cultural experience – their own 

family’s culture. 
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To illustrate this point, I’ll give a small 

example from my own childhood 

experience. When I wanted something 

to drink my mother would offer me 

water and, of course, being a child 

I always asked for juice. When my 

mother occasionally gave in to me, she 

would always water down the juice. 

She didn’t try to hide this from me (or, 

at least, not that I recall), but rather 

showed me that this was part of how 

juice was served. I still don’t know if 

she did this to limit my sugar intake, 

or stretch the juice a little further, or 

for some other reason. However, what 

I do know is that I continue to do this 

for myself and my own kids. In fact, I 

now even find most juices too sweet if 

they’re not watered down.  

Our research revealed a lot about the 

impact of family life, both positive 

and negative, in the pursuit of 

healthier behaviours. We heard stories 

about partners who reinforced bad 

habits, despite their spouses trying 

to improve their health; a wife who 

started storing water bottles in a more 

central place in the house, resulting 

in better hydration and lower soda 

consumption for the family; and 

guests living in home environments 

that didn’t support their desire to be 

healthier. We discovered that while 

family dynamics can be a motivating 

factor towards a healthier lifestyle, 

they can also become a barrier to 

making improvements.

My kids are my 
reason for doing 
this, and my excuse 
when I don’t
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We also heard from guests about how 

they pursue healthier behaviours in 

their everyday lives. There was a very 

real acknowledgement that small 

steps were instrumental in leading 

to success, providing glimpses of 

tangible progress that could help to 

reinforce a behaviour and make it 

more sustainable over time. These 

small steps would often fit into 

existing routines and habits, like 

changing from white to brown rice, 

altering the way food was prepared 

to create healthier alternatives, or 

jogging a mile instead of walking.

However, despite recognising the 

importance of these regular small 

steps, it wasn’t always easy for guests 

to stick with them, as the frantic 

pace of everyday life often took over. 

Additional hours at work, taking the 

kids to extra-curricular activities, 

having to do household chores, 

plus many other daily routines and 

responsibilities – all too often these 

got in the way of carrying out the 

healthier behaviours.

However, if we really reflect on where 

these obligations come from, it’s often 

from a self-driven feeling that we’ve 

adopted from outside expectations, 

all of which are shaped and moulded 

by the culture we live in. So, as we 

recognise this cultural march toward 

improved health and well-being, can 

we begin to develop better habits that 

obligate our minds and bodies towards 

better actions?

Brandon Vetsch
Senior Manager, Guest Insights

Target

www.target.com
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Eunice Tan, Managing Partner of 

The Secret Little Agency which has 

offices across Asia, talks to Hall & 
Partners about how she helps clients 

embed themselves in local culture

Fanning

CAMPFIRE

the

CULTURAL

moments
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Empathy is key. It’s not enough to understand what motivates people to buy 

something; you need to understand the way they live, so you can embed yourself 

in their lives. We work a lot with digital service providers and, in general, they’re 

finding that the conventional purchase funnel is broken and needs reinvention. 

So, we first need to understand the utility and relevance that this brand or service 

brings to consumers in that market. Then it’s our job to translate this utility into 

brand values that can be ‘loved’ and ‘shared’. These are the fundamental building 

blocks we always start with to help clients understand and successfully enter a 

new market, whether it’s the Philippines, Bangladesh or Singapore.  

How would you advise brands looking to enter and grow 

in Asia?

‘Salted egg yolk on everything’ is a big food trend in Asia right now and a great 

example of a campfire moment we currently share. As a strategist, I’d love to 

know how the ‘salted egg yolk’ conversation started and understand why people 

are exchanging notes on it. The best brands understand how these campfire 

moments come about, and how to be present with the consumer in a real and 

meaningful way.

What’s an example of a campfire moment?

TSLA has never seen ‘social’ as a separate discipline – it’s central to the way we 

work. We don’t put data or analytics on a pedestal. It informs our thinking but 

metrics such as word-of-mouth, shares, reviews or recommendations are less 

interesting to us. What we want to know is: What are the things people want to 

share on social media? These are what we call ‘campfire moments’ – the everyday 

conversations people have with different groups about shared subject matter.

What role does social media play for brands today?
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We must understand that different Asian markets congregate naturally, so the 

curse is to adopt a homogenised or flat-line view that isn’t particularly exciting. 

You have to go out and find people, not from the industry, who have strong 

passion points about culture in their country, be it music, fashion or street food 

(bonus points if they write well!). They needn’t be ‘cultural pushers’ but they do 

have to be passionate, even obsessed, with a particular topic. Then you get great 

local content and ideas because they bring along a refreshing point-of-view with 

real insight into what’s happening in the zeitgeist. Most clients don’t approach 

it this way; they still commission cookie-cutter research, talk to advertisers and 

read white papers. You can’t sit in an ivory tower and do adaptation anymore; you 

need to break the old ways of thinking and working. Otherwise you either miss 

key campfire moments, or you insert yourself in a moment that may not actually 

be a good fit for your brand and risk coming across as superficial.

How should clients go about identifying and inserting 

themselves into these campfire moments? 

Think of Tiger beer which is consumed very differently in Asia and Europe. The 

red thread (or campfire moment) linking the two is ‘street food’. While street food 

is deemed as trendy in the West, in Asia it’s seen as an ‘everyman’ habit. So when 

we look at all the characteristics, street food seems like a natural fit for Tiger. It 

would allow us to play up the spirit of hawker pride, provenance and an equalising 

quality in Asia, and the associations of authentic and fashionable in the West.

How could the idea of a campfire moment help brands 
bridge both Asia and the West?
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Eunice highlights three golden rules for 

brands when tapping into the cultural 

habits of Asian markets

Eunice Tan
Managing Partner 

The Secret Little Agency 

thesecretlittleagency.com

Be unafraid to break your own moulds and ways 

of working

This is especially hard for MNCs with ingrained operational 

models, but you may be surprised by what you find when you 

focus on value instead of methodology.

1

Be generous with your time as a brand guardian

Understanding a different market and culture requires much time 

and effort, especially when you have to go out and speak to real 

people as opposed to simply reading Euromonitor data. But it will 

help you immensely.  

2

Be empathetic and immerse yourself in a new 

culture or market

Identify campfire moments to help you understand ‘what works’, 

then seek to connect this with your product truth.

3
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Introducing Telenor Group’s 

mobile healthcare initiative 

in Bangladesh 

Coming from Singapore, it’s not easy 

to understand how healthcare works 

in a market like Bangladesh. We had to 

leave behind all pre-conceived notions 

and start with the simplest question: 

When you fall ill in Bangladesh, what 

do you do? One of the most interesting 

things we learnt was that if a child 

from a village is sick, they don’t 

immediately get taken to see a doctor. 

Instead, mum waits for dad to come 

home from work and, depending on 

What we can 

learn from 

TSLA’s work

his earnings for the day, they either 

go to a traditional Ayurvedic or Unani 

clinic, a Western doctor, or just a 

pharmacy. Another surprise was that 

people in Bangladesh viewed fruit and 

vegetables sold in local markets with 

deep suspicion, fearing they could 

be contaminated with pesticides. 

Placing a simple ‘chemical-free’ sign 

next to the products could be equally 

impactful as an advertisement with a 

doctor’s endorsement. 
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We asked the same question 

throughout Bangladesh – from the 

capital Dhaka, to second-tier cities and 

villages – and got different answers 

and ‘consumer journeys’ each time. 

The output was a brand touchpoint 

map that crystallised which aspects 

we should emphasise or play down 

depending on different areas and 

audiences. 

Ultimately, we realised that healthcare 

in Bangladesh is shrouded in a cloud 

of negativity. Because many people 

don’t have access to proper diagnosis, 

getting sick in Bangladesh immediately 

produces the reaction, It’s not looking 

good for you. This is vastly different 

from developed markets like Singapore 

where falling ill is seen as a largely 

solvable situation, a natural part of 

daily life. From this insight, we based 

our strategy on creating a product/

brand to dispel the cultural negativity 

around health and encourage a mind-

set change towards positive thinking. 

The product/brand – a mobile health 

provider that dispenses health tips 

– provides credible tele-consults 

with qualified general practitioners, 

pegged with a health-micro insurance 

offering. We designed it to be the 

‘happiest’ health brand in Bangladesh, 

associating the brand narrative with 

hope and positivity.
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Bringing Netflix to Asia

Netflix never had the assumption that 

people would form a lasting bond 

with streaming, especially in Asia 

where piracy is rampant. So instead 

of focusing on the habit of streaming, 

they sought to inject themselves into 

people’s love of entertainment and 

stories in Asia, and how different 

people in Asia react to entertainment 

– whether it’s martial arts movies in 

China, Bollywood films in India, or 

telenovelas in the Philippines. 

This strategy helped Netflix place 

bets on content they should highlight 

in each market that could naturally 

incite and tap into the inherently 

Asian ‘fear of missing out’ on good 

entertainment (colloquially known 

as ‘kiasuism’ or ‘scared to lose’ in 

Singlish). It’s all about creating a story 

around “How can I get my hands on 

the beautiful sequel to Crouching 

Tiger, Hidden Dragon?” or “How can I 

be the first to watch the new season 

launch of Orange Is the New Black in 

this region?”, and encouraging people 

to naturally discover that content on 

Netflix for themselves. 
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Ultimately it’s not about the 

patient – it’s about the person. 

If we focus only on the patient 

we’re almost assuming that 

the disease is defining this 

person, whereas it should be 

seen the other way around, 

the person defining his or her 

disease. And culture plays a 

tremendous role.

Ariella Evenzahav, PhD

Head US Market Analytics 

Takeda Oncology
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Abigail Stuart shares how Hall & 

Partners Health helps brands hone 

in on cultural insights

C U LT U R A L LY

S AV V Y

H E A L T H 

B R A N D S
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B R A N D S  N E E D 

T O  P R O A C T I V E L Y 

U N D E R S T A N D  H O W 

C U L T U R E  S H A P E S 

T H E I R  C A T E G O R Y

Culture frames everything. How 

people behave, why they take certain 

decisions and what influences they’re 

most inspired by. 

Yet it’s not enough to simply 

understand that such a framework 

exists. Healthcare is rich in cultural 

assumptions and drivers, and brands 

need to proactively understand 

how culture shapes their category, 

and determine what the landscape 

will look like in future. That’s how 

they’ll strengthen relationships with 

customers and shift from an internal 

to external mind-set, from product to 

customer-centricity.

Opportunities lie in revealing the 

hidden ways in which culture impacts 

on choices made and emotions felt. 

Which is why the research industry 

must transform nebulous concepts 

of cultural narratives into clearly-

defined sets of insights. If the 

customer really is at the heart of 

everything, how can brands leverage 

deep cultural understanding to show 

that they understand them and are 

on their side? 

At Hall & Partners we have a four-

pillared approach to uncover the 

contextual insights that help brands 

shape culture.
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The starting point for any culturally 

relevant brand: instead of trying to 

fit the brand story into the prevailing 

culture, switch perspectives and 

analyse the communications narrative 

from the customer’s point of view. 

What imagery and language are most 

prevalent in the brand category? How 

does mass media frame the issues? 

Who are the key advocates that 

customers most relate to? It’s vital to 

conduct a wide-ranging audit of print, 

digital and visual stimuli to shape the 

brand story within its cultural setting.

A cultural read in cancer 

revealed an over-use of the 

‘battle’ metaphor to describe 

the patient experience. 

Culturally savvy brands 

understood that patients were 

rejecting this sentiment and 

calling for a new narrative 

that focuses on more inspiring, 

less clichéd messages.

C O N D U C T  A 

C U L T U R A L  R E A D
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One approach we use is ‘life-

logging’ which involves recording 

and diarising lifestyles and 

cultures through wearable and 

mobile technology. With such 

data-rich gadgetry, we can 

capture moments and insights 

that might get lost through 

conventional methods. It’s 

these snapshots, moments 

and self-generated clues that 

help to join the dots and bring 

fresh thinking to brands.  

B E  

F O R E N S I C

If brands are to support, reflect and 

nourish the interests and lifestyles of 

their consumers, their communications 

need to become entwined with 

customer culture. This entails 

analysing what branding expert Martin 

Lindstrom terms ‘small data’, the little 

personalised clues that inspire bigger 

revelations. We’ve become obsessed 

with the directions Big Data urges us 

to follow; but real truths are contained 

not just in vast, impersonal data sets 

but in subtle, more accurate signposts 

that reveal innately human insights.
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Culture is a big driver of consumer 

beliefs – particularly in health, where it 

influences our understanding of what 

causes illness, how it can be cured or 

treated, and by whom. Within each 

category there are myriad patient 

dimensions – geographical, socio-

economic and age-related – that are 

accepted to influence health beliefs. 

Yet we must remember that culture 

works both ways, with doctors also 

being influenced by their own cultural 

assumptions. So it’s incumbent upon 

our industry to ask how doctors bring 

their own cultural context to patient 

relationships and how it influences 

their prescribing decisions, even 

unconsciously.

I D E N T I F Y 

C A T E G O R Y 

N O R M S  A N D 

H A B I T S

A great example is from 

Roche/Genentech which used 

the Implicit Association Test 

to highlight the hidden biases 

that influence judgment and 

action related to lung cancer. 

A survey of 3000 people showed 

that healthcare professionals 

are as biased as everyone 

else in directing blame at 

the sufferer. Increasing self-

awareness is a crucial first 

step in ensuring patients get 

the treatment they deserve.  
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Abigail Stuart
Global CEO of Health

Hall & Partners

a.stuart@hallandpartners.com

Harness the perspective of the 

‘outsiders’ who wield extraordinary 

power in a post-patrician, disruptive 

age. The grip that brands and 

marketers once had has been 

loosened by the growing influence 

of, for instance, consumers’ online 

peers with whom they communicate 

through blogs, apps, social networks 

and websites. In many cases, this is 

where the culture is being defined and 

directed, so shrewd marketers need to 

be part of these conversations. After 

all, consumers don’t only buy brands, 

they join them. They become them.

So we need to pivot from a mass 

marketing approach to one that is 

more bespoke and targeted, where 

key cultural influencers help to 

disseminate a brand’s story. These 

influencers can be, as journalist 

Malcolm Gladwell observed, 

‘connectors’ – the artists, writers 

and film-makers who create culture. 

Or consumers themselves, who are 

digitally empowered to engage with 

brands more directly and create their 

own distinctive cultural frameworks. 

These are the stories that brands 

and marketers need to connect with 

if they’re to inject empathy and 

authenticity into their cultural insights. 

L I S T E N  T O 

C U L T U R A L 

I N F L U E N C E R S 
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We’re cultures of habit. After all, an 

unyielding attachment to a permanent 

presence of novelty would be pretty 

exhausting. We like innovation and 

disruption in soft spoonfuls, while our 

main courses are built from habitual 

actions. Now, while we might like to 

think of these as active and purposeful 

choices, they are instead embedded 

responses to cultural and ideological 

mores that, if they were truly laid bare, 

might lead one to consider consumer 

culture as little more than a candy-

scented cesspool, from whence people 

gleefully imbibe their own victuals of 

repression.

Fortunately for consumer culture, and 

the well-being of society generally, not 

many people think like this, and those 

that do shrug their shoulders in quiet 

acceptance, or choose to bear the very 

real scars borne by the commercial 

semiotician.

We might think that the pursuit 

of good health is scientific, a 

fundamental impetus living outside of 

culture, just as the Palaeolithic foodies 

suggested, in their brief moment of 

cultural ascendance a year or two 

back, before companies realised that it 

was resistant to NPD. 

Greg Rowland says brands must understand 

the symbolic and cultural inheritance of their 

consumers’ habits in order to succeed
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The pursuit of good health is, 

of course, 99% cultural, with at 

best 1% lending itself to factual 

prognostications of wellbeing, and 

based on either a reproduction or 

negotiation with our existing  

habitual attitudes. 

Habits are more than behaviours – 

they construct our cultural attitudes 

and unconscious drives. These can 

often be traced to deep reservoirs of 

discourse within cultures. Indeed, we 

haven’t moved that far beyond the 

Victorian vision, stipulating that bad 

health is an unfortunate consequence 

of the voracious appetites and literal 

‘poor’ choices of the working class. 

Class divisions around health are 

demarcated even at the level of 

the phonetic signifier, where s/he 

who says ‘Keen-Wah’ rules over the 

indentured classes of the ‘Kwi-Noah’ 

vocalisation.

Let’s think about Germany and 

Britain and frozen food as a means 

to showing the cultural resonance of 

health habits. Britain’s attachment 

to the romantic pastoral inhibits 

our attachment to technological 

intervention in nature, as evidenced 

by our affection for made-up farm 

producers with Enid Blyton names. 

Germany also has a strong pastoral 

imagination, but the unbridled 

Our health habits 
are a cultural 
battleground

INTERVENT ION
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RESONANCE 

emotional pastoral took a seriously 

wrong turn in the 1930s, and so the 

post-war alignment saw the rise of 

practical measures (green movement) 

and sound technical interventions, as 

a measured and rationalist negotiation 

with nature. Hence, Germans like 

frozen food (appreciating that it’s 

fresher than anything else) whereas 

Brits just can’t get beyond the 

association with coldness as lifeless, 

as a sealed-off death industrially 

bagged in the freezer cabinet.

Thus, our health habits are a cultural 

battleground, where even righteous 

Vegan Health Goths lob virtual broccoli 

spears at each other across the digital 

universe. The trick for marketing is 

not to believe our own hype, and 

dissuade ourselves of the natural and 

commonsensical as routes to changing 

health habits, or indeed habits of 

any kind. It’s only through a strong 

understanding of our habits’ symbolic 

and cultural inheritance that we can 

ever hope to beneficially transform a 

brand’s future.

Greg Rowland
Director

The Semiotic Alliance

www.semiotics.co.uk
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